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ENGLISH

1 Yes. No. Don’t know. I don’t understand.

2 What is your name? Can you write it in English?

3 Please write your address.

4 How old are you?

5 Can you give us the name and telephone number or address of someone to be contacted?

6 You will be examined soon by a 1doctor. 2nurse.

7 Have you had an accident? When? (show on calendar and clock)

8 Did you lose consciousness?

9 When did you become ill? (show on calendar and clock)

10 Have you any pain? Point where. When did it start? (show on calendar and clock)

11 What is your level of pain? 1 (not in pain) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (chronic pain)

12 The pain, is it constant? Or does it come and go?

13 Have you any bleeding? Point where.

14 Do you have a cough? Do you cough anything up?
What colour? white? yellow-green? red? brown?

15 Are you short of breath?

16 Have you vomited? Have you vomited blood?

17 Have you any diarrhoea?

18 Are you constipated?

19 Have you passed black stools?

20 Do your ankles swell?

21 Have you lost weight?

22 Have you difficulty 1seeing? 2hearing? 3swallowing? 4walking?

23 Have you ever had an operation? Point where.

24 When did your last menstrual period begin? (show on calendar)
Are you pregnant? How many months pregnant are you?
Could you possibly be pregnant? Can we do a pregnancy test?

25 Do you smoke? How many cigarettes a day?

26 Do you have 1sugar diabetes? 2epilepsy? 3asthma?

27 Have you ever had 1heart problems? 2angina? 3high blood pressure?
4heart attack? 5stroke? 6jaundice? 7hepatitis?

28 Are you allergic to any medicine? Penicillin? Aspirin? Any other medicine?

29 Are you taking any medicine now? Have you some with you?
Are you taking any other drugs or natural remedies?

30 How many tablets have you taken?

31 Are you up to date with tetanus immunisation?
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ENGLISH

32 Have you been to a country outside the UK recently? Which one? When?

33 I am a: 1nurse. 2doctor. 3first aider. 4paramedic. 5social worker.

34 May I examine you? Do you mind being examined by 1a man? 2a woman?

35 Sorry, this might hurt.

36 I need to take your blood pressure.

37 I need to listen to your chest.

38 I need to test your heart.

39 I need to examine you internally.

40 I need to give you an injection.

41 I need to pass this tube.

42 I need to take a sample of your blood.

43 I need to send you for an X-ray.

44 I need to give you some stitches.
You need to go to your doctor to get your stitches out on this day (show on calendar and clock).

45 You have a broken/fractured: 1leg. 2ankle. 3arm. 4wrist. 5shoulder.

46 You need to have a cast put on your: 1leg. 2ankle. 3arm. 4wrist.

47 You need to keep this (point) on until this date (show on calendar).

48 Please pass water into this container.

49 Do not eat or drink anything.

50 You may get up now.

51 You need to stay in hospital.
Please wait until there is a bed available on the ward.

52 Everything will be all right. Don’t worry.

53 Shall I call a taxi for you?

54 Use this if you need help.

55 Please wait. Please come this way. You may go home.

56 Please come back if you have more problems.

57 Let me repeat that back to you...

Questions from patients

58 How long will I be waiting? up to 1 hour up to 2 hours up to 3 hours up to 4 hours

59 Will someone call my name?

60 Where is the telephone, I need to ring my family/friend?

61 Please can you call a taxi for me to go home?

62 Am I going to be alright?
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EMERGENCY MULTILINGUAL PHRASEBOOK

Introduction
This multilingual phrasebook has been designed for use in medical emergencies, where the
patient does not speak English. It contains a list of essential questions in 36 languages, with
English translations. It will enable basic communication between first contact carers and
patients in some emergency situations.

The phrasebook is not suitable for long-term use with individual patients, and should not
be seen as a substitute for a trained interpreter. Anyone using the phrasebook should be
aware of these limitations:

• it assumes the patient is literate in their own language

• the range of questions is necessarily restricted

• it allows the patient to respond to questions, but gives limited opportunity for patients
to express their own questions or concerns.

For these reasons, efforts should be made to obtain an interpreter, and page iii offers advice
about how to find and use an interpreter.

In treating patients from different backgrounds and cultures, it is important to be sensitive
to the additional anxiety and stress which may be caused by unfamiliar and frightening
procedures. For example women from some countries and cultures are unfamiliar with
being examined by a male health professional, therefore every effort should be made to
provide a female professional if the situation permits.

How to use this book
First find out the language spoken by the patient. Do this by showing the list of languages
under ‘Contents’ on page v and inviting the patient to point to the appropriate language.

The English language questions are printed on the front and back cover flaps, and these
should be folded inwards so that the numbers correspond to the numbers on the selected
language translations.When the book is open the questions on the left-hand cover flap will
correspond to the translations on the right-hand page.

The patient will need to answer some questions by pointing to a calendar or a clock, so
make sure these are to hand.

Where the patient speaks a little English, it may be more appropriate to speak in English
and indicate the questions in the book at the same time.

Bear in mind that not all patients are literate in their first language. It may become clear
that the patient cannot read the questions, and that it is not appropriate to use the
phrasebook, and an interpreter should be obtained.
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Finding and Working with an Interpreter

Be prepared
A trained and experienced interpreter enables effective two-way communication with
patients whose first language is not English.This can greatly improve patient care and
improve the whole patient experience. In an emergency, precious time can be lost searching
for an interpreter, so it is better to be prepared by checking these points in advance:
• Does your hospital, trust or strategic health authority employ patient advocates or link

workers? Find out their telephone numbers, and whether they are able to interpret
themselves or put you in contact with interpreters.

• Is there a community translation and interpreting service in your area? Find out their
telephone number and the languages they cover.

• Does your hospital keep a list of staff who are able to interpret? Is the list up to date?
Where is it kept?

• Do these organisations have a list of interpreters: your Patient Advice and Liaison
Service, the Community Relations Council, the local council (try the equal opportunities,
race equality or health departments)? Check whether these are trained interpreters or
untrained volunteers.

In an emergency
The checklist above should provide you with a list of local interpreters to use. In an
emergency if none of them are available, telephone interpreter agencies can provide a
valuable service. For example, some NHS trusts use Language Line on 0800 169 2879.

Communicating through a trained interpreter
Checklist:
• Give the interpreter and the patient an opportunity to establish that they understand

each other.

• Speak slowly and clearly, using plain English, and do not raise your voice.

• Avoid jargon, abbreviations or colloquial expressions. Be prepared to check
understanding and to explain any medical terms.

• Address your questions to the patient in the normal way; you are communicating with
the patient, not the interpreter.

• Give the interpreter an opportunity to find out whether the patient has any other
problems or concerns.

iii
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Using a relative, friend or other untrained interpreter
If you are unable to use a trained interpreter, the patient may have a relative or friend with
them who could help, or you may be able to find an untrained volunteer from the
community.
Checklist:
• Avoid using a child to interpret, except for the most basic information or in an absolute

emergency.This could be dangerous and deeply distressing for the child and adult alike.

• The relative or friend may only speak a limited amount of English or may be fluent at a
social level, but be unable to translate medical terms.

• Help your interpreter by speaking slowly and clearly, using plain English, and do not raise
your voice. Use gestures, especially when talking about numbers.

• Avoid jargon, abbreviations or colloquial expressions.

• Respect the patient’s privacy and dignity and be aware that they may not be able to
speak freely in front of this person.

• Unless you are absolutely certain of your volunteer interpreter, try to return to the
patient with a professional interpreter as soon as possible.

Afterwards
Use your experience to encourage your hospital, trust or strategic health authority to set
up a professional patient advocacy or interpreting service. Raise the issue with your line
manager if you can.
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Contents

Emergency phrases in the following languages:

Languages Page
Albanian 1 Shqip
Amharic 3
Arabic 5
Bengali 7
Bosnian 9 Bosanski
Chinese 11
Czech 13 Český
Farsi 15
French 17 Français
German 19 Deutsch
Greek 21 Ελληνικά
Gujarati 23
Hindi 25
Hungarian 27 Magyar
Italian 29 Italiano
Japanese 31
Korean 33
Kurdish 35
Lingala 37 Lingala
Macedonian 39 Македонски
Pashto 41
Polish 43 Polski
Portuguese 45 Português
Punjabi 47
Romanian 49 Limba Română
Russian 51 Русский
Slovak 53 Po slovensky
Somali 55 Soomaali
Spanish 57 Español
Swahili 59 Kiswahili
Tamil 61
Turkish 63 Türkçe
Ukrainian 65 Українська
Urdu 67
Vietnamese 69 Vi¢t Ng‹
Welsh 71 Cymraeg
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